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process. Finally, how are contractors and/or agents defined for purposes of enforcement? In the likely
event that an agency has an indemnification and hold harmless provision in its agreement with a
contractor, this provision would disrupt that contractual shift of responsibility. These terms can be
interpreted extremely broadly and could, for example, potentially make law firms and/or environmental
consulting firms subject to water quality enforcement for advice given to their clients (which poses
additional privilege issues).
SECTION I.C. CONSISTENT ENFORCEMENT
The Draft Policy provides that the Water Boards will achieve consistency in enforcement by applying
the penalty calculator in Section VI. The Draft Policy further states: “The policy does not require a
Water Board to compare a proposed penalty to other actions that it or another Water Board has taken
or make findings about why the assessed or proposed amounts differ.”
Comment:
The penalty calculator, in Section VI, is detailed and includes many subjective components. Because
of the subjectivity inherent in the penalty calculation methodology required under Section VI, the Water
Boards will not be able to achieve consistency unless a proposed penalty is compared to other similar
actions and findings are made about why the proposed amounts differ. The County recommends that
the State Board establish an overall “significance threshold” which (if exceeded) would necessitate
findings to be made regarding why proposed amounts differ when compared to similar
actions/violations. For example, the Penalty Calculation Methodology in Section VI.A. provides that
“[f]airness requires the Water Boards to impose civil liabilities at levels sufficient that violators do not
gain a competitive advantage from avoiding and/or delaying the costs of compliance.” This fairness
requirement mandates that some comparison be made when there is a significant difference between
proposed penalty amounts between similarly situated alleged violators, particularly, where an industrywide enforcement initiative is pursued by a Water Board. The County is concerned with the feasibility
of achieving fairness without comparing an adopted or proposed penalty to other similar actions; where
the overall goal is to preclude violators to gain a competitive advantage. As such, the County
recommends a comparative tool be created to assist in the fairness assessment.
SECTION I.D. FAIR ENFORCEMENT
The Draft Policy provides that “Fair enforcement requires, at a minimum, adequate civil penalties to
ensure that no competitive economic advantage is attained through non-compliance…and in many
cases, merely recapturing the economic benefit gained by non-compliance is insufficient to establish an
appropriate level of specific and/or general deterrence…”
Comment:
The Draft Policy does not adequately articulate how the Water Boards will determine whether a
competitive economic advantage has been attained through alleged non-compliance. Additionally,
economic advantage may be different for entities/agencies depending on the size and financial
wherewithal of the entity/agency.
SECTION II. ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES FOR DISCRETIONARY ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
PREAMBLE AND SECTION II.A. RANKING VIOLATIONS
The preamble to this section states that the Water Boards shall rank violations, then prioritize cases for
formal discretionary enforcement action and provides criteria for ranking violations as either Class I or
Class II (everything that is not a Class I).

